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Introduction

The interwar period (1919–1937) was, in a number of significant ways, the nadir
of Sino-Japanese relations. The idealistic façade of Jazz Age abandon and “Taishō
Democracy” of the twenties masked the systematic expansion of militarism in
Japan that ultimately would threaten stability on the continent and stymie efforts
at cultural interaction among Chinese and Japanese intellectuals. In China, the
various manifestations of Japanese aggression and imperialism met with waves
of stiff and increasingly well orchestrated resistance that led first to invasion by
the Japanese and then to war in 1937.

Given the severity of the political relations between the two nations it is
ironic and surprising that there should have been such frequent and salubrious
interactions between Chinese and Japanese writers during this period. The positive
exchange that emerged between writers from the two literary communities proved
to be an ultimately futile challenge to the Japanese militarist juggernaut.
Nevertheless, it was an admirable and noteworthy essay at cultural bridge building
between China and Japan where political and diplomatic measures had failed.
For the first time in the long history of relations between these two East Asian
neighbors, the cultural touchstone for both nations was no longer China and
traditional Confucian values, but the West, and this in turn created increased
opportunities for writers to interact in more equitable, less culturally bound
ways than ever before, as both communities of writers sought to fashion a new
modern literature based on Western models.

This is the story of attempts on the part of writers from the two literary
communities to overcome formidable historical, cultural, ideological and political
obstacles in order to engage in dialogues emphasizing literary cooperation and
mutuality. It is a story, or rather a series of stories, that was destined to end in
failure, crushed beneath the moraine of inevitable forces. Nevertheless, it is a
tale worth telling insofar as it provides an example of positive interaction between
two countries whose modern history of relations has been marred all too often
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by miscommunication, dogmatic adherence to ideological posturing and outright
conflict.

The Golden Age of Sino-Japanese Literary Exchange

The “interwar period,” as defined in this study, lasted from the May Fourth
Movement in China, which came about in the wake of the Versailles Treaty in
1919, to the formal declaration of war on China by Japan in 1937. A number of
the writers who would eventually go on to become pivotal figures in modern
Chinese letters studied in Japan and embarked on their literary careers while in
Japan during the May Fourth period. The period under consideration in this
study ends, tragically, with the breakdown in communications between the
literary communities that was the result of Japanese imperialism of the 1930s.
The writers examined in this book include a number of the most celebrated
authors of the era from both China and Japan. Ultimately, although this study
examines relations involving famous writers such as Lu Xun and Tanizaki
Jun’ichirō, the figure who emerges as the unsung hero of Sino-Japanese literary
relations was a little-known bookstore owner named Uchiyama Kanzō, whose
bookstore in Shanghai became the hub of relations between writers in the two
communities during the interwar period.

The stories told here revolve around communication — face-to-face
communication — and attempts at cultural understanding. For the first time in
the long history of cultural relations between the two nations, intellectuals and
artists attempted to transcend traditional biases and conventional assumptions
about the other in order to communicate via a new Western aesthetic vocabulary.
To the degree that historical rigidity and political exigencies allowed, they
attempted to meet as equals and to communicate as modern artists who shared
common aesthetic aspirations. In order to accomplish this goal they first had to
go beyond the limitations inherent in the traditionally esteemed mode of cultural
communication, written classical Chinese, and to literally lay their brushes aside
and communicate directly to effectively confront a new array of cultural issues.
In so doing, they were able to go beyond “brushtalk” in order to achieve a true
meeting of the minds.

Brushtalk: Traditional Cultural Communications in East Asia

Traditionally, the ink brush had served as the chief tool of literary expression in
East Asia and was valued as one of the “four treasures” of the scholar. Furthermore,
written literary Chinese was the medium for intercultural exchange among
intellectuals throughout East Asia. “Brushtalk” (Chinese, bitan; Japanese,
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hitsudan) was the vehicle through which ideas, both profound and mundane,
were exchanged during the Chinese dynastic period among Chinese of different
regions and between Chinese and visitors from their tributary and neighbor states
including Koguryo, Paekche and Silla on the Korean Peninsula, Vietnam, and
Japan.

Brushtalk refers specifically to the practice of communication in East Asia
among literate individuals, incapable of speaking one another’s language, by means
of written classical Chinese. In actual practice, of course, it need not be classical
Chinese. A simple exchange of written Chinese characters would often suffice to
convey a point or to make an inquiry. All educated people in East Asia in
premodern times possessed the ability to read and write in classical Chinese. As
Joshua Fogel suggests, one should not underestimate the power of written Chinese
characters and of the ink brush itself as a flexible tool for asking questions,
exchanging ideas and proffering formal greetings.1  This is a phenomenon that
has its origins in the earliest exchanges among literate individuals in the Sinitic
world. Even today, one can see this scenario played out regularly in East Asia in
which, for example, Japanese visiting China are able to ask the whereabouts of a
particular kind of store or site of cultural interest, or to identify themselves by
means of a name card, all without having to speak a word.2

Such modes of communication have their roots in very early cross-linguistic
encounters in East Asia. Chinese records suggest that the first Japanese visited
China as early as the second century BCE.3  Although the Japanese of the period
were as yet preliterate and could not avail themselves of this mode of
communication, one can conjecture that the Chinese themselves of the Han
Dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE), hailing from different regions with radically different
spoken dialects, employed classical Chinese as a mode of communication when
none in the party could speak the dialect of the party with whom they were
conversing.4

The phenomenon of brushtalk was already fairly well established by the
fourth century when Paekche, the dominant power on the Korean Peninsula in
that period, began to send embassies to the Chinese court. Chinese historical
sources, for instance, speak about formal interactions between successive Chinese
courts and the Korean kingdom of Paekche, when Paekche was an independent
power on the peninsula between the late fourth and mid-seventh centuries in
the common era.5  Paekche’s period of ascendancy coincided with the Six Dynasties
period (222–589 CE) in China, thus Paekche embassies to China presented tribute
and exchanged classical Chinese poems with a number of different dynastic
regimes.6

Paekche presents an example of the model of a tributary state in terms of its
relations with the Chinese dynasties with which it interacted. For a tributary
state, such as Paekche, presentation of tribute and poetry to the dynastic court
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was the cost of recognition by the ruling emperor. In exchange for tributary
gifts, Paekche leaders received grandiose titles that both confirmed their right to
rule and increased their prestige back home and in the eyes of the Chinese court.7

The model of Paekche’s interactions with China was well known to the early
Japanese. Paekche envoys regularly visited both China and Japan, and Paekche
provided the Japanese court with the concepts and teachers needed to introduce
an advanced civilization based on the Chinese dynastic model.8  The Japanese,
for their part, traveled to Paekche at the same time that they were beginning to
send envoys to China. The journey from Japan to Paekche and onward to China
was a long and dangerous one for Japanese of the era. An account of one such
trip made in 659 and recorded in the Nihon shoki (Chronicles of Japan, 720)
describes how the two ships making the journey were blown off course and
separated, with one ending up in present-day Jiangsu Province and the other in
Zhejiang. After reuniting at Yuyao, it took the party two months before reaching
the capital near Luoyang.9  Japanese records also recount trips made from Japan
to Paekche in 608, 615, and 654.10

In such visits to their civilized neighbors, the Japanese, still in the nascent
stages of court culture, were learning the fundamental structures and conventions
of Sinitic court culture along with Chinese linguistic skills from Paekche and
from the Sui and Tang courts. Through interactions with neighboring states the
Japanese acquired the requisite skills to communicate in an acceptable manner
during formal court visits, including the ability to communicate via classical
Chinese.

The Tang court, anxious to foster appropriate communications skills among
its neighbors, established academies in which scholars from tributary and
neighboring states could acquire the skills necessary to interact in appropriate
ways. One such institution was the Zhongwenguan, a Confucian academy
established by Emperor Taizang (627–50) in the Tang capital of Chang’an in
order to educate students from China’s neighboring states. Korean and Japanese
monks studied at the academy, and although little information survives about
specific aspects of the academy’s curriculum or pedagogical methods, for example
the language(s) of instruction, the fact remains that many foreign students
received their education there. Jonathan Best suggests that the academy educated
as many as 8000 students during its existence in the Tang Dynasty.11

Although Japan was never officially a tributary state of China, it was
nevertheless clearly within the cultural orbit of China and was in close contact
with the Chinese court during the Nara period (710–794) and the former part of
the Heian Period (794–1185). Actually, the first official Japanese visit to China
took place at the end of China’s Sui Dynasty in the year 600. The Japanese court
dispatched the mission in 600 to the Sui court, and this served to establish a tradition
of court sanctioned visits that would continue for the next two centuries.12  These
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envoys to the Sui and Tang courts and to the courts of Paekche and Silla, served
as the principal channel for study and trade in China and bolstered Japan’s status
as a civilized member of the East Asian community.13  These official embassies to
the Tang capital of Chang’an known in Japanese as kentōshi, allowed Japan to
remain abreast of political developments and intellectual currents in China. The
Japanese court eventually would dispatch a total of six such embassies to the Sui
court and fifteen to the Tang Court, with the last, a huge mission including over
six hundred men and various forms of tribute, coming in 801.14  Emperor Kammu
died in 806 and with his death ended the dependence on Tang dynasty cultural
models.

Written classical Chinese served as the true language of exchange between
the Japanese visitors and their Chinese hosts. Thus, the ability to read and write
kanbun and the ability to write a passable Chinese poem, kanshi, were considered
indispensable skills for the Heian courtier. The ability to read and write classical
Chinese poetry required a certain mastery of Chinese prosody and of the
conventions of Six Dynasties and Tang Dynasty poetry. Nevertheless, most of the
kanshi written by Heian courtiers were public and formal and undistinguished.15

The composition of poetry in Chinese remained, then, something of a parlor
trick for Japanese aristocrats and its currency among Heian courtiers did not
imply any real proficiency in the Chinese language, and presumably few in the
Heian court could actually communicate in spoken Chinese.

There were notable exceptions to this fact, and there were among intellectuals
of the Heian period some who possessed genuine proficiency in the Chinese
language. Of these, the two best known are the monk Kūkai and the courtier
Sugawara no Michizane. Kūkai, also known as Kōbō Daishi (774–835), is one of
the truly remarkable figures in Japanese cultural history and holds a legendary
status in Japan. Kūkai is counted among the sanpitsu, the three great calligraphers
in Japanese history along with Tachibana no Hayanari and Emperor Saga. Kūkai
is also credited with having developed the kana syllabaries which, along with
the kanji (Chinese characters), comprise the modern Japanese writing system.
The total veracity of Kūkai’s achievements notwithstanding, his introduction of
Shingon Buddhism to Japan and his overall influence on Buddhism in Japan are
undeniable. Well documented also was Kūkai’s ability in Chinese.

Kūkai and Saichō (767–822), who established the Tendai (Chinese, Tiantai)
sect of Buddhism in Japan, participated in the mission from the Heian court to
the Tang Court that lasted in total from 801 to 806. This final mission to the
Tang court ultimately encountered some problems, as had earlier missions, due
to Japan’s refusal to adopt an attitude of subordination befitting tributary states.16

The men who participated in this and other missions to the Tang court were
chosen either on the basis of birth or significant scholarly achievement.17  Kūkai,
whose scholarship and spiritual aspirations were beyond reproach, was also a
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valuable member of the mission due to his facility with written Chinese. Saichō,
who was traveling to China in order to study in greater depth Tendai, brought
along a disciple proficient in Chinese in order to facilitate communications with
his hosts. However, there is no mention of Kūkai having such an intermediary,
suggesting his ability to communicate sufficiently well in spoken Chinese.18

The importance of brushtalk in these intercultural exchanges, and Kūkai’s
ability to communicate skillfully via this medium, is suggested by a brief anecdote
from the 801 mission to China. One of the ships containing nearly half of the
emissaries was blown off course and ended up in the small southern port city of
Fuzhou. The local officials, unaware of the arrival of the mission, and skeptical
of its true objectives, were reluctant to allow the emissaries to continue en-route
to Chang’an, until Kūkai composed an elegant appeal describing the goals of the
mission in mellifluous Chinese prose, which convinced the authorities to allow
the mission to continue on to its destination.19

Kūkai spent time in various places in China and studied for a year and one
month in the capital of Chang’an. After leaving Chang’an, Kūkai traveled to
Yuezhou before returning to Japan via the entry port of Dazaifu in October of
806. It is a testimony to his cultural importance in Japan and to the recognition
of his stature as a cultural bridge between the two countries that even today
there is a memorial to Kūkai in the city of Xi’an.20

An even more significant figure in terms of the discussion of brushtalk and
the use of Chinese by Japanese intellectuals of the Heian period is Sugawara no
Michizane (845–903). Michizane is often posited as an exemplar of true
understanding of the Chinese literary tradition and one of the few eminent
Japanese of any period to master the complexities of Chinese prosody. In fact,
Michizane’s grandfather, Kiyokimi, had been an eminent Sinologist in the Heian
court prior to Michizane’s time. Kiyokimi visited the Tang court as a member of
the 801 mission along with Kūkai, and his use of the contemporary colloquial
Chinese term bufen, in a surviving kanbun attributed to him, is often raised as
proof of his facility with spoken Chinese.21  Among teachers active during
Michizane’s day also, there is mention of a teacher by the name of Wang Tu, who
was apparently an immigrant from China living among a community of Chinese
near the capital of Heiankyō (present day Kyoto). He was apparently among
those who taught Chinese at a local imperial institution, suggesting that Michizane
had the opportunity to study spoken Chinese along with his exposure to the
most recent developments in Chinese prosody.22

Michizane was recognized as a master of both kanshi and kanbun among
Heian courtiers, but in fact all Heian courtiers were expected to have a certain
level of conversance with the Chinese canon. Heian period courtiers were
comfortable with the poetic forms of the Six Dynasty Period and were increasingly
familiar and comfortable with the Tang dynasty poetic forms and conventions,
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including the five and seven character jueju form which rose to prominence in
the Tang Dynasty. Nevertheless, no poet of the age was as comfortable and adept
at producing kanshi as Michizane. Even when convention did not demand the
composition of Chinese poetry, Michizane often chose that mode of literary
expression. For example, on a twelve-day journey to Japan’s southern provinces
undertaken in 898 Michizane produced kanshi while his companions composed
poems in the representative Japanese waka form.23

The court recognized Michizane’s genius for kanbun and kanshi and exploited
his skills in those areas in cultural interactions with dignitaries from neighboring
countries. For example, Michizane was among a group who welcomed a visiting
delegation from the kingdom of Parhae who visited in 883. Parhae flourished
northeast of the Tang border and was comprised of leaders who had fled from
Koguryo in 696.24  The welcoming of the visitors from Parhae began with an
exchange of Chinese poems between Michizane and the other Japanese hosts
and the dignitaries from Parhae. Only when Chinese poetry had been exchanged
could formal negotiations begin.25  Depending on the availability of interpreters,
it can easily be imagined that both parties might be compelled to depend on the
writing brush as the sole means of conducting negotiations.

One of the great tragedies of cultural exchange between Japan and China is
the fact that Sugawara no Michizane, Sinophile and cultural bridge between Japan
and China, never had the opportunity to visit the country the culture of which
he so exquisitely interpreted to his generation. Michizane had been appointed
chief ambassador for a large-scale mission that was to take place in 894. However,
the instability in China due to the An Lushan Rebellion led Michizane to suggest
that the mission be cancelled, and that aborted mission turned out to be the last
chance for Michizane to visit China. The infamous exile which marked his final
years spelled not only the end of Michizane’s influence at court, it also effectively
led to the abandonment of such official Japanese court missions to China and a
virtual break of official contact between China and Japan that would last for
nearly five centuries.26

Thereafter, interaction between Japan and China became sporadic and did
not adhere necessarily to the formal trappings of cultural exchange that had
developed during the Tang Dynasty. The Ashikaga shogunate sent representatives
to the Ming Court in the fourteenth century, and the abiding interest in kanshi
can be seen in the phenomenon of Five Mountain (gozan) Chinese language
poetry that flourished among Zen Buddhist monks in Japan during the Medieval
period.

Certainly, even with the cession of formal relations between Japan and China,
Japanese writers and scholars remained keenly interested in cultural developments
on the continent as can be witnessed, for example, in the influence of the Neo-
Confucian thought of Wang Yangming on Tokugawa thought.27  The trappings
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of traditional cultural interactions and the central importance attached to the
writing brush remained as well. During the Tokugawa period (1603–1868) when
the shogunate officials received visiting envoys from the Yi (Choson) Court in
Korea, they were received in the traditional manner and Chinese poetry was
exchanged. Such practices at a time when Japan effectively had cut itself off from
the rest of the world, including the Chinese court, suggests the persistence of
classical Chinese and of brushtalk as the ultimate medium and mediator of cultural
exchange in East Asia.28

During the same period that modern Japanese writers were journeying to
China and writing about their experiences there with increasing frequency,
kangakusha or “scholars of Chinese learning,” particularly in the realms of history
and culture, were also venturing to China and producing accounts of their visits.
These visits by kangakusha and the body of writing that resulted from their visits
provides an intriguing corollary to the parallel body of writing by members of
the bundan (literary community).29

The visits of kangakusha to China actually preceded those of Japanese writers
and can be traced to the visit of the Senzaimaru mission in 1862. Such kangakusha
as Takasugi Shinsaku (1839–1867) and Hibino Teruhiro (1838–1912) were
included in the mission by the shogunate because of their broad knowledge of
traditional Chinese culture and history and because of their facility in
communicating with the Chinese they encountered via the brush in the form of
hitsudan. Their role in the mission and their subsequent responses to the realities
of the China they encountered in Shanghai often differed in radical fashion from
those of the merchants and government officials who accompanied them on the
journey.30

Although the Senzaimaru mission included kangakusha, who produced
accounts of their visit upon their return to Japan, the real genre of kangakusha
accounts of visits to China developed in the decades that followed in the works
of several of the most renowned kangakusha of the Meiji period. Visits by Takezoe
Shin’ichirō (1842–1917) in 1876, Oka Senjin (1832–1913) in 1884 and Naitō
Konan (1866–1934) in 1899 provided Japanese readers with nuanced and
informed perspectives on contemporary China in the context of a thoroughgoing
knowledge of traditional Chinese culture and society.

Some of these accounts, such as Oka Senjin’s Kankō Kiyū (Trip Report, 1884)
expressed despair at the contrast between the robust splendor of traditional China
and the squalor he encountered during his visit to China. Other accounts,
however, offer a contrasting viewpoint. In Naitō Konan’s Enzan sosui (Mountains
of North China and the Rivers of South China) Naitō wrote openly about the
problems gripping contemporary China, but never despaired of China’s ability
to return to its former position of glory.31
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One of the most fascinating and weighty pieces of writing produced by
kangakusha in the wake of an extended stay in China was written by Uno Tetsuto
(1875–1974) in 1907 entitled Shina bunmei ki (A Record of Civilization in China).
The work describes Uno’s eighteen months of study in Beijing in 1906–07. An
intriguing and comprehensive description of China which extends to nearly four
hundred pages, Shina bunmei ki recounts in painstaking detail the various
phenomena that Uno observed including people, places, festivals and sites of
cultural interest. One important quality of the work, which it held in common
with other accounts of China by kangakusha, was Uno’s dogged attempts to
consciously root out those elements of tradition that still existed in some fashion.32

The most symbolically important manifestation was Uno’s visit to Mount Tai.
Mount Tai, China’s most sacred mountain, was the destination of a pilgrimage
by Confucius, 2500 years earlier, and by following in the footsteps of the master,
Uno had “returned, figuratively, to the fount of civilization itself.”33

Kangakusha continued to visit China in the first half of the twentieth century,
and their accounts provide a corollary to the body of writing by Japanese writers.
In some ways, the two bodies of writing validate and challenge one another in
such themes as the attempt to use traditional culture as a touchstone for
contemporary China. For kangakusha, the brush and brushtalk provided the
immediate means of exchange and cross cultural and literary exchange with the
host. Unlike many of the Japanese writers treated in this text, the kangakusha
possessed a facility with classical Chinese unrivaled in Japan. These scholars
thus felt no great need to go beyond brushtalk; brushtalk remained an apposite
and effective means of communication with Chinese hosts.

Bridge Building: Factors Contributing to the Ease of Interaction
between Chinese and Japanese Writers in the Interwar Period

A variety of factors contributed to the ease with which Japanese and Chinese
writers were able to meet and interact in the interwar period. Among the most
significant issues that contributed to effective interaction between the two literary
communities was the opportunity for a number of bright, promising young
Chinese students to study abroad in Japan. This happily coincided with increased
opportunities for Japanese writers to visit China, and many important Japanese
writers of the period did, in fact, avail themselves of this opportunity. Moreover,
for a variety of reasons, some of which will be touched upon here, Chinese writers
were interested in Japanese intellectual and cultural currents and were even more
interested in keeping abreast of Western intellectual trends and reading Western
literary works in Japanese translations. As a consequence of this, maintaining
the Japanese language proficiency achieved while studying in Japan was of critical
importance to many Chinese writers.
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The phenomenon of Chinese students returning from years of study in Japan
to embark on careers as writers is part of the larger phenomenon of Chinese
studying abroad in the first quarter of the twentieth century. Of the significant
writers of the May Fourth period, it has been suggested that nearly half of them
had some overseas study experience either before they started their careers as
writers, or soon after they had begun writing.34  Although the majority went to
study when they were between the ages of twenty and thirty, presumably already
having committed themselves to their craft, nearly a quarter of May Fourth writers
who studied abroad went when they were under the age of twenty.35  Significantly,
many of the latter cohort went to Japan, and among them are some of the most
influential literary and intellectual figures of that generation including, Lu Xun
(1881–1936), Tian Han (1898–1979) and Guo Moruo (1892–1978).

In fact, of the Chinese who studied abroad in the period under discussion,
the overwhelming majority did so in Japan. Of the writers of the May Fourth
Era, 66 studied in Japan as opposed to 32 in France, 30 in the United States and
only 19 in England.36  Of course the reasons why the decision was made to study
in a certain country, often by the provincial government officials who sponsored
the student, were complex. The decision to study in Japan was primarily an
economic one, bolstered by cultural and linguistic affinities, which were presumed
to facilitate the process of acculturation on the part of the students.

For the few fortunate enough to be chosen to participate in study abroad,
there were innumerable benefits, including direct contact with artists and
intellectuals in the host country, which influenced their individual decisions to
write. These encounters in turn parlayed into the development and organization
of China’s new literature. The benefit of living abroad for these young writers
included a direct engagement with foreign literature and literary theory, an
openness to new ideas and influences, a willingness to question and criticize
authority, and a worldliness and sophistication borne of the experience of
negotiating in a foreign society and culture.37

Nevertheless, there were certain aspects of the experience abroad for those
who studied in Japan that were unique to Japan and which are germane to this
study. While in Japan, the students’ encounter with contemporary Japanese
literature affected their conceptualization of literary organizations in terms of
the structure of both specific literary coteries and also of the social status and
obligations of writers as a class. Moreover, because of their proximity to Japan,
many students were able to later revisit Japan in order to keep abreast of recent
literary and intellectual developments. It is, however, in terms of language that
the experience in Japan most profoundly influenced those who returned to China
and became writers. The Japanese language primarily influenced Chinese literary
style as May Fourth writers sought to create a new vernacular literary language.38

The ability to speak and read Japanese also proved to be of paramount importance
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to these young writers. Not only did it allow them to pursue studies in Japan and
to read contemporary Japanese literature, it also gave them access to the substantial
and increasing body of Western literature in Japanese translation which in turn
profoundly affected the speed with which Chinese writers were able to hasten
the development of China’s own modern literature.39

Given the number of May Fourth era writers who had lived and studied in
Japan in the late Meiji and Taishō periods it is not surprising that the Japanese
writers who they openly admired and whose works they sought to translate should
correspond to those who enjoyed a strong reputation in Japan. However, it is a
source of some interest that some of the most acclaimed writers in Japan, including
naturalist writers such as Tayama Katai (1872–1930) and Shimazaki Tōson (1872–
1943) did not receive critical attention in China commensurate to their status in
Japan while a less celebrated writer such as Mushanokoji Saneatsu, should have
been so highly regarded.

It was Zhou Zuoren and Lu Xun in their translations from contemporary
Japanese literature and their critical essays from the teens and early twenties
who helped establish tastes in Japanese literature among May Fourth readers. In
fact, it was Zhou Zuoren’s speech delivered at Beijing University in 1918, “Japanese
Literary Developments in the Past Thirty Years” (Riben jin sanshinian xiaoshuo
zhi fada), published as an essay in New Youth (Xin qingnian) in the following
year, that provided the initial introduction to literary currents in contemporary
Japan and established a hierarchy of Japanese writers. In this essay and in the
essays and translations produced by the Zhou brothers through the early twenties,
the Japanese writers who emerge as the most influential figures, including some
of those treated in this study, are Natsume Sōseki, Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, Akutagawa
Ryūnosuke and Kikuchi Kan from the Shinshichō (New Currents of Thought)
School, and Mushanokōji Saneatsu and Arishima Takeo from the White Birch
School. Since Mushanokōji, Arishima and Tanizaki are all treated in this study, I
will restrict my remarks to the reception of other Japanese writers in the May
Fourth literary milieu.

The individualism and humanism of Natsume Sōseki (1867–1916) resonated
with May Fourth readers in much the same way as they did with Japanese readers.
The influence of Sōseki in the May Fourth literary world came largely filtered
through the essays of Zhou Zuoren. The influence of the humanism of Sōseki is
particularly apparent in Zhou’s humanist manifesto, “Ren de wenxue” (Humane
Literature), in which Zhou advocates a realistic literary approach that delineates
human experience from an individual’s perspective.40

Like his brother, Lu Xun too was initially drawn to Sōseki’s thought, but, as
Zhou Zuoren asserts, “The True Story of Ah Q” and other works of fiction by Lu
Xun also clearly reflect the style of Sōseki. Lu Xun appears to have been most
attracted to Sōseki’s essays and shōhin, and he translated several of these pieces
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for the Japanese literature volume in the Shijie wenxue daxi (Compendium of
World Literature) in 1922 including “Yume jūya” (Ten Nights of Dreams) and
“Kureegu sensei” (Craig sensei).41  Both of these pieces are characterized by Sōseki’s
unmistakable and engaging narrative voice which, despite other difference
between the two writers, is a quality that he clearly shares with Lu Xun.42  Lu
Xun’s admiration for Sōseki helped to establish in China the same aura of high
regard for Sōseki in which the writer was held in Japan.

In a similar way, Akutagawa Ryūnosuke garnered critical and popular
attention in May Fourth China comparable to that which he received in Japan.
Lu Xun translated Akutagawa’s story “Hana” (The Nose) in Chenbao fukan (The
Morning News Supplement) between May 11 and June 14, 1921. In the appendix
that accompanied his translation Lu Xun stated that what appealed to him about
this and other stories by Akutagawa was his artful recasting in contemporary
terms of historical material in which a thoroughly modern, realistic style brought
the historical moment to life.43

Starting with “The Nose,” Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren translated several stories
by Akutagawa in the twenties. Due to their endorsement of Akutagawa and the
sensation caused by his suicide, Akutagawa enjoyed an exalted status among
Chinese readers in the interwar period.44  Moreover, to a greater degree than
other Japanese writers from the prewar era, Akutagawa’s appeal continued in
China long after the war, and he appeared as the subject of a number of critical
essays in the 1980s and 1990s.

While his appeal was ultimately not as enduring as Akutagawa’s, during the
interwar period fellow Shinshichō writer Kikuchi Kan (1888–1948) also enjoyed
a strong reputation among May Fourth readers. While in Japan, prior to the
formation of the Creation Society, Yu Dafu read and admired Kikuchi Kan and
apparently intended to produce a literary magazine modeled on Shinshichō (New
Currents), the literary organ of the coterie group of the same name.45  Interestingly,
Yu Dafu and the other Creationists, who read Japanese literary magazines as
students in Japan, had developed their own tastes in contemporary Japanese
literature independent of the influence of Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren prior to
their return to China in 1921 and 1922.46  As he had with Akutagawa, Lu Xun
translated two of Kikuchi Kan’s stories in the early twenties: “Miura Uemon no
saigo” (The End of Miura Uemon) and “Adauchi kinshirei” (A Proscription on
Revenge). Lu Xun stated that what he admired about Kikuchi Kan was that he
was less consciously aesthetic than Akutagawa and that Kikuchi possessed a
genius for portraying the complexities of the human condition.47  Kikuchi’s
reputation in China was further enhanced by the introduction to his plays by
Tian Han and Ouyang Yuqian and other young Chinese dramatists who were
drawn to the social realism of Kikuchi’s plays.
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Ironically, Japanese linguistic ability ultimately offered a further benefit for
these writers. The high level of Japanese linguistic proficiency that these writers
were able to attain while students in Japan allowed them to go beyond the
traditional brushtalk to communicate directly with Japanese writers who flocked
to China in increasing numbers in the Taishō and early Shōwa periods. Accounts
by Japanese writers as diverse as Tanizaki Jun’ichirō (1886–1965) and Ibuse
Masuji (1898–1993) comment on the remarkably high levels of Japanese linguistic
ability of these Chinese writers, even years after their return to China.

The phenomenon of Chinese writers of the May Fourth period who had
studied in Japan and possessed not only a familiarity with Japanese literature
and intellectual currents, but also strong Japanese proficiency was accompanied
by increased opportunities for Japanese writers to visit China. Travel to China
on the part of the Japanese had actually recommenced in 1862, five years before
the fall of the Tokugawa shogunate. Following the Senzaimaru mission to China
which, in the manner of the traditional kentōshi, included Japanese officials and
eminent Sinologists, an increasing number of Japanese writers and thinkers
traveled to China in the late Meiji period.48  The number of Japanese writers who
visited China increased even more dramatically in the Taishō period (1912–1926)
and through 1936, the first decade of the Shōwa period (1926–1989).

Japanese writers who traveled to China in this period visited for a variety of
reasons. Japan’s influence in China had widened, and Japanese had easy entry
into such ports as Shanghai and Ningbo. Shanghai in the first half of the twentieth
century was one of the world’s truly cosmopolitan cities, the fifth largest city in
the world and a metropolis “shrouded in glamour and mystery.”49  Part of the
attraction of Shanghai was its diversity, and it attracted ambitious, adventurous
people from around the world. The International Settlement, which was home
to large foreign populations, represented for visiting Japanese the illusion of
visiting the West.

However, Japanese were also anxious to visit the China of tradition, which
they envisioned as a place with which they had strong cultural affinities. Japanese
writers, in their description of various sites they visited during this era were
likely to speak of it in terms of a common cultural homeland, and the places
they were naturally drawn to were places with which they were already familiar
through their conversance with traditional Chinese culture and literature.
Japanese writers spoke of kanji bunka, the culture of Chinese characters, which
ostensibly linked all men of letters in East Asia. Japanese writers professed to
possess an intuitive knowledge of China which came via the written Chinese
characters themselves and which emboldened them to adopt the role of apologists
for China to their readers back in Japan.50

There were other, internal factors that made travel to China possible and
desirable for Japanese writers. These writers were sometimes dispatched to China
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and had their passage paid by organizations and institutions that wished to enlist
the aid of well-known writers to develop some image of China. For instance,
newspapers would sometimes send writers to China as special literary
correspondents. One celebrated example of this was Akutagawa Ryūnosuke, who
visited China from late March to early July of 1921. He was sent by the Osaka
Mainichi Shinbun in order to visit famous sites in China and to write a series of
articles on the cultural life of contemporary China.51

The South Manchurian Railway (SMR) Company was another organization
which made it possible for writers to visit China from the late Meiji period into
the Shōwa period, as something of a public relations strategy. The most celebrated
of these literary visitors who came via the offices of SMR was Natsume Sōseki
(1867–1916). Sōseki visited China in 1909 at the invitation of Nakamura Zeko
(1867–1927), the president of SMR.52  Although the company paid for Sōseki’s
visit and presumably hoped that he would say flattering things about their efforts
in China, they had no control over what he actually wrote.53  In fact, one of the
striking features of the body of writing by Japanese writers who visited China in
the early twentieth century was the startling range of responses that the experience
of travel in China elicited among them, which ran the gamut from unbridled
adulation to outright disgust, and often featured a little of the two.

One final impetus for travel to China on the part of Japanese writers in the
first half of the twentieth century was the increasing vigilance of authorities and
the skewed reportage of China in the media. Writers traveled abroad in order to
see the realities of contemporary China with their own eyes and to offer their
readers an alternative perspective, one that differed from that provided by official
channels, one that often consciously hearkened back to the traditional relationship
between the two countries and was designed to elicit a sympathy for China sadly
lacking in that militarist era. Intellectuals in the Taishō period perceived
themselves as leaders in the “rising trend of individual consciousness and spoke
increasingly of the social function of zaya gakuha, independent artists and
intellectuals.”54  The Taishō Democracy movement, in fact, urged universal
suffrage, and the end of censorship and social equality for all.55  The phenomenon
of Japanese writers visiting China is profitably seen, in one sense, as an attempt
to foster greater autonomy on the part of the writers from authority.

Furthermore, the phenomenon of Japanese writers visiting China was
accompanied by several academic efforts to learn more about contemporary China
and to go, by means of Chinese language education, beyond the limitations and
stiff formality of traditional brush talk encounters in order to engage contemporary
China. One such example of this was the Tōa Dōbun Shoin (East Asian Common
Culture Academy) in Shanghai which educated Japanese youth in Chinese
language, including the spoken Chinese, and culture.56  The purpose of the
academy, established by the parent institution Tōa Dōbunkai in Tokyo (1898–
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1945), was to train young Japanese for business and government service. More
than five thousand students received training at the institute between 1900 and
1945.57  Some of the graduates of Tōa Dōbun Shoin became academics, others went
into business and banking. Moreover, the school maintained a strong connection
with the military, and many graduates ended up serving in Manchuria.58  What is
critical to this study is that at the time when the study of vernacular Chinese was
seen as “crazy” and Chinese language education in Japan still emphasized written
classical Chinese, there were isolated academic attempts in Japan also to go beyond
the limitations of brushtalk.59

The various factors described in this section converged in the interwar period
(1919–1937) to create an environment of relations between China and Japan in
which writers were able to meet and to exchange ideas directly, sometimes
employing the time-tested practices associated with the tradition of brushtalk
interaction, but often eschewing them in order to develop a new, modern idiom
of cultural exchange and to create a climate in which writers from both Japan
and China could interact above of the political imbroglio in the development of
their respective vernacular literatures.

In the Name of Progress: The Sordid Realities of Sino-Japanese
Political Relations in the Interwar Period

The attempts at cultural bridging by Japanese and Chinese writers described in
this study were enacted against a backdrop of increasing tension and impending
conflict between the two countries. These efforts at direct communication between
writers from the two literary communities can only be interpreted as vain and
ultimately futile attempts to avoid and transcend the various obstacles that lay
between writers from the two countries. For a short period, corresponding to
the first half of the period covered in this study, roughly from 1919 to 1929,
writers were able to sidestep these larger issues in their dealings with one another,
clinging to the safe haven of a shared aesthetic vision, whether an art-for-art’s
sake aesthetic or a socialist realism based on European models. Ultimately,
however, this flouting of political realities became less and less tenable with the
increasing tensions of the 1930s.

Sino-Japanese relations during the interwar period have been characterized
as a “many layered cake, impossible to eat all at once.”60  To be certain, relations
between the two countries during this period were enormously complex, with
the cultural relations described in this study representing but one facet of a
network of interrelations that also included political and diplomatic relations,
economic and social relations, most of which were marred by increasingly severe
pressures that were constantly threatening the fragile balance that allowed for
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dialogue between members of the two literary communities. Writers in both
communities attempted to justify their efforts by resorting to a time-honored
argument, appealing to affinities between the two countries. Likewise,
propagandists in Japan sought to legitimize their imperialist activities in East
Asia by drawing upon cultural affinities, racial similarities and geographical
proximity to underscore an assumed sense of closeness. Both literati and
propagandists couched these appeals by resorting finally to written characters as
the source of closeness as manifested in the term dōbun dōshu (common script,
common race). 61

The history of political and diplomatic relations between the two countries
in the interwar period is a litany of missteps, betrayals and diplomatic failures as
the two countries moved inexorably toward open conflict. One commentator
describes the “psychological warfare” waged by both Japan and China between
1905 and 1945 in regard to relations with the other in order to sway opinion
both at home and in the other nation.62  This propaganda often took the form of
an appeal to pan-Asian doctrine. That writers too should have appropriated this
rhetoric, which had a certain appeal as an antidote to the hegemony of Western
values, should not be surprising.

Sino-Japanese relations in the interwar period have their roots in the late
nineteenth century in the aftermath of China’s humiliating defeat at the hands of
the Japanese in the Sino-Japanese War (1894–95). This defeat, in conjunction
with unflattering reports about China sent back by an increasing number of
Japanese visitors to China resulted in a dramatic change in the Japanese
conceptualization of China. Whereas China had traditionally been held in awe
by the Japanese, who referred to their giant neighbor as a “sleeping lion,” in the
modern period “Shina,” itself a culturally weighted designation, was portrayed
as the home to a backward race of people unable to modernize whom the Japanese
came to refer to derisively as chankoro (pig-tailed fellows).63

In August of 1914 Japan launched an invasion force against the German
forces in China and captured Qingdao on November 7 of the same year. The
infamous “Twenty-one Demands” presented to Yuan Shikai on January 18, 1915
brought Sino-Japanese relations to a new low.64  Among Japan’s demands of China
were unprecedented privileges in Manchuria and the transfer of control of the
resource-rich and culturally important Shandong Peninsula.65  When Yuan Shikai
(1859–1916) caved in to the Japanese demands, the response among the Chinese
populace was both immediate and widespread. A great number of Chinese
students returned from studies in Japan and become involved in anti-Japanese
activities, which included a boycott of Japanese goods and nationwide
demonstrations.66

When the Terauchi Masatake (1852–1919) cabinet came to power in Japan
in 1916 there was an attempt to improve relations with China and to alleviate
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some of the tensions caused by the Twenty-one Demands. Toward that end, Prime
Minister Terauchi provided political loans to the Chinese government.67  However,
the loans themselves were resented in certain quarters in China, and with the
appointment of the more conservative and less accommodating Hara Kei (1856–
1921) cabinet in 1918 the loans were eventually discontinued.

Tensions again rose to the boiling point in the wake of the Paris Peace
Conference of 1919 when at the plenum the lease of Germany in the Shandong
Peninsula was awarded to Japan rather than being returned to China despite the
urging of the Chinese delegates in attendence.68  This action again resulted in
Chinese boycotts of Japanese goods and massive demonstrations in China’s major
cities and also served as the catalyst for the New Culture Movement, which in
turn led to the rise of the May Fourth Movement which produced the writers
who are the focus of this study. It was not until the Shandong Treaty of February
4, 1922 that the former German leased territory, which included the Jinan-
Qingdao Railway and other assets were formally restored to China.69  While this
action served to temporarily relax tensions between China and Japan, the mistrust
of Japan by the Chinese and the schism that had emerged between the two
countries remained unchanged.

The cabinet of Shidehara Kijūrō (1872–1951) from 1924–1927 saw genuine
attempts to cultivate more benign policies toward China and to relax some of
the seething tensions between the two countries. There were several endeavors
during Shidehara’s administration to create a policy of “Friendship and Co-
operation” with the various warlord cliques in an increasingly unstable China.70

Although it can be argued that in fact economic considerations drove Japan’s
more beneficent policies in China, there is no doubt that Shidehara’s diplomatic
principles of co-existence and co-prosperity (kyōson kyōei-shugi) created some
small measure of goodwill between the two countries. It is not surprising then
that this four-year period corresponds to the high point of relations between the
two literary communities. It was during these years that most of the writers
addressed in this study became acquainted, and several of the Japanese writers
considered in this study visited China.

The relative euphoria of the period, however, was short-lived. With the
coming to power of General Tanaka Giichi (1866–1949), head of the Seiyūkai
opposition party, in 1927 relations once again began to sour. Anti-Japanese
demonstrations occurred once again, and when Prime Minister Tanaka sent 2000
Japanese troops in to quell the unrest in Shandong in May of 1927, tensions
were further exacerbated. The Eastern Conference (Tōhō kaigi) convened by
Tanaka between June and July of 1927 failed to bridge the gap between Chinese
nationalist aspirations and Japanese continental expansionism.71 Under these
circumstances it was difficult for writers to meet and avoid the realities of tensions
between the two countries.
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Further deterioration of relations between the two countries can be inferred
from the increasing frequency of “events” and “incidents” which were indications
of Japan’s return to wholesale intervention on the continent. These include, for
instance, the Mukden Incident of September 18, 1931 in which a train traveling
from Beijing to Mukden was attacked by the Japanese Guandong Army.72  The
Manchurian Crisis, which this incident precipitated, marked an important turning
point in Sino-Japanese relations. The Guandong Army secured the main arteries
in central and southern Manchuria, effectively taking control of all of Manchuria.
Zhang Xueliang (1901–2001), the Chinese military leader in Manchuria, withdrew
from Manchuria and appealed to the League of Nations. The league was unable
to resolve the crisis, and Japan, emboldened by the apparent acquiescence of the
international community, recognized the puppet state of Manchuguo (Japanese,
Manshūkoku), effectively rendering constructive relations between the two
nations impossible.73

Japanese intervention in the greater Shanghai area in 1932, which resulted
in the lopsided Sino-Japanese Treaty of May 1932 and Japan’s decision to withdraw
from the League of Nations in 1933, effectively meant that international mediation
in Sino-Japanese affairs was no longer possible.74  These direct military actions
and diplomatic maneuverings were accompanied by rhetoric on the Japanese
side designed to consolidate Japanese legitimacy on the continent. Prime Minister
Konoe Fumimaro’s (1891–1945) designation of a New Order in East Asia and
the concept of Japan’s leadership in the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere
(Daitōa kyōeiken) were intended to be seen as the justification for Japanese
military maneuverings in China.75  By the time war was officially declared in
1937, all relations between the two countries, including the personal relations
between the writers described in this study, effectively had come to an end.

Writers in both China and Japan in the 1930s were faced with a staggering
array of impediments to continued interactions with their colleagues in the other
literary community. In Japan, increasingly vigilant censorship and pressure from
the authorities made intercourse with Chinese writers virtually impossible.
Although travel to China continued, it was more and more difficult for Japanese
writers to have unmediated contact with their Chinese colleagues.

Ultimately, Japanese writers were faced with several choices, all unsavory.
They could oppose the government’s militaristic stance and rightist agenda and
use their writing as a tool for political criticism. Few writers chose the path of
conscience, and those who did were faced with harassment by the police,
imprisonment, or even death, as in the well-known case of the proletarian writer
Kobayashi Takiji (1903–1933), murdered while under incarceration. Among the
other options available to Japanese writers during the 1930s were collaboration
with the authorities, or silence. Writers who were associated either with “pure
literature” or with the proletarian movement and had been critical of the militarist
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government were forced to recant and perform tenkō, a “conversion” from their
apolitical or socialist stance to one of service to the imperialist goals of the state.
A number of writers reluctantly trod that path. Other writers, including some
contained in this study, who had been apolitical and had clung to an art-for-art’s-
sake position prior to the 1930s, did an about-face and became, in some cases,
enthusiastically supportive of state policy and actively contributed to the
dissemination of imperialist propaganda. Still other writers chose to withdraw
and remain silent in the face of the atrocities that Japan was committing abroad.
Even this seemingly passive option was a difficult one fraught with peril in the
face of mounting pressure from the authorities upon artists to support their efforts
and to contribute to the propaganda machine. The Japanese writers included in
this study reflect the full range of choices.

In China the range of options was much more limited. A few writers aligned
themselves with the Guomindang, though the majority aligned themselves with
the Chinese Communist Party. Moreover, the majority of Chinese writers included
in this study were associated with the League of Leftist Writers, which was formed
in 1930. The mission of the league was to support the goals of the Chinese
Communist Party through cultural activities and via the literary works themselves.
The result was the pursuit of a variety of literature, which would reflect the goals
of the party. Many of the members of both the Creation Society and Sun Society
were party members, and the movement was well-organized and disciplined,
with many of the members of the league active in the Cultural Party Branch in
Shanghai.76  In the late twenties and early thirties literature was seen by the
Chinese Communist Party as one of the few areas where the party could assert
influence, and writers were charged with the duty of fashioning literary works
that reflected the principles of Western realism.77  The term shehuizhuyi
xianshizhuyi (Socialist Realism) was adopted from the Soviet Union in 1932 to
describe the aspirations of writers to create a proletarian literature which would
reflect the unpleasant realities of contemporary Chinese society. Though, as one
commentator suggests, “As heirs of the May Fourth literary revolution all left-
wing writers claimed to be realists, but they could not agree as to what realism
meant.”78  In fact, in actual practice, the Proletarian Movement in Chinese
literature was more rhetorical than real. When one looks at the most important
Chinese literary works of the 1930s such as Mao Dun’s Ziye (Midnight, 1933),
Ba Jin’s Jia (Home, 1933), and Ye Shengtao’s Ni Huangzhi (1929), they all are
about the bourgeoisie and cannot properly be called proletarian literature.79

Many of the figures included in this study made substantial efforts to avoid
and overcome the manifold obstacles that hampered positive interaction between
the two literary communities in the 1930s, but ultimately all were forced to
submit. Increasingly, during the interwar period in both China and Japan, any
interactions with writers in the other literary community were seen as
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collaboration with the enemy, and writers were forced to abandon their hopes
for positive communications with their counterparts in the other literary
community and either turn to the task of supporting their state or turn inward
away from the horrors that threatened their very existence.

Ian Nish, in writing about relations between China and Japan during this
period, adroitly assesses the realities that lay beneath the ideological posturing:

Few, if any, periods of sustained friendship can be detected. … However
much Japanese thought — and spoke — in terms of co-existence and co-
prosperity, it is not evident that China thought in similar terms or
reciprocated. There was always some degree of illusion or self-deception in
the more benign policies which some Japanese tried to apply to China.80

The relations between Chinese and Japanese writers described in this book
represent the exception in terms of Sino-Japanese relations during the interwar
period. The writers under discussion earnestly sought, at least initially, to put
aside ideological differences and endeavored to rise above the fray of political
posturing in order to communicate directly and to cooperate in the creation of a
common modern East Asian aesthetic vocabulary. Although all writers were forced
to abandon this undertaking, many did so only reluctantly, when it became clear
that to cling to hopes of the resumption of positive cultural relations was an
endeavor fraught with danger. Yu Dafu’s death at the hands of Japanese authorities
in 1945 was the result in part of his facility with the Japanese language and the
close ties he retained with influential Japanese despite his abhorrence of Japanese
policies. Yu Dafu was the ultimate victim of this period of failed relations although,
as I hope to demonstrate, writers in both communities suffered while trying to
sustain relations with colleagues across the political divide.

Beyond Brushtalk: Writer to Writer in the Interwar Period

This work examines Chinese and Japanese literary relations during the interwar
period from a variety of perspectives. Among those are direct encounters between
writers from the two communities, including relations cultivated during those
turbulent years. Also included are considerations of intriguing parallels between
writers from the two literary worlds and analyses of important dimensions of
writers’ oeuvre informed by their experience with the other literary community.
Nevertheless, neither is this an exhaustive study of the complex web of cultural
relations between the two countries nor will it suggest that the ties between the
two literary worlds were organized or officially sanctioned by either country.
Finally, it must be admitted that these informal relations between two small
cohorts of writers had no effect on slowing the juggernaut of Japanese imperialism
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in China. Nevertheless, the relationships themselves were sincere and affected
the lives and works of all of the writers involved.

Chapter 1 introduces the key figure in literary exchange during the interwar
period, Uchiyama Kanzō (1885–1959), and describes how his bookstore served
as the unofficial hub for interactions between Chinese and Japanese writers.
Moreover, it describes Uchiyama’s relationship with Lu Xun, China’s most
important modern writer and a writer much admired by contemporaries in Japan.
The chapter further describes how the relationship between these two men, which
hearkened back to the tradition of literati friendships in pre-modern East Asia
was tested in the fires of political intrigue and scrutiny by the authorities and
was strengthened in the process. Without exception, every writer treated in this
study was in some way indebted to the efforts of Uchiyama Kanzō at cultural
bridging.

Unlike Chapter 1, which focuses on a specific literary relationship involving
two writers, Chapter 2 examines the impact of travel to China on one Japanese
writer. Tanizaki Jun’ichirō traveled to China on several occasions, and his
interactions with Chinese writers and his encounters with specific places of
cultural import informed his literary output at a time that he was gradually turning
from the fascination with the West that informed his early works to a return to
Eastern aesthetics. The pieces resulting from the first visit fall neatly into the
kikōbun (travel diary) and nikki (literary diary) varieties and are representative
examples of a body of such work penned by Japanese writers in the modern
period based on their travels, both domestic and overseas. On the other hand,
the most significant work produced following Tanizaki’s second visit, in its frank
description of the Chinese literary community and of specific Chinese writers
with whom Tanizaki became acquainted, constitutes a valuable record of cultural
exchange between the Chinese and Japanese literary communities during the
twenties. The final section of this chapter examines Tanizaki’s perspective on the
significance of his encounters with those Chinese writers from the vantage point
of the War period.

Chapter 3 describes the impact of Japan’s White Birch School (Shirakabaha)
on the contemporary Chinese literary world. The White Birch School was one of
the best organized and ideologically focused of the Taishō period coteries. The
idealism and humanism they espoused had an immediate impact on Chinese
writers. The brothers, Zhou Zuoren (1885–1967) and Lu Xun, translated and
championed the works of various of the School’s members, although the writers
to whom each of the brothers was attracted too reflect some fundamental aesthetic
and ideological differences between the two men.

These differences are even more apparent when contrasting each brother’s
reaction to Mushanokōji Saneatsu’s (1885–1976) New Village movement in
aesthetic communal living, a movement derided by Lu Xun, but championed by
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Zhou Zuoren, which had an impact on Chinese intellectuals as diverse as Zhou
Zuoren, Chen Duxiu (1879–1942) and Mao Zedong (1893–1976). Chapter 4
examines the impact of the New Village experiment on May Fourth intellectuals
and gauges the level of interest in the Village among writers and revolutionaries
and conjectures on the reasons that enthusiasm for the possibilities of such an
experiment quickly cooled in May Fourth China.

Chapter 5 considers the impact of travel experiences in China on the writer,
Hayashi Fumiko (1903–1951). Moreover, the chapter considers the reception of
Hayashi’s work by members of the League of Leftist writers, who were in the
early thirties searching for literary representations of the new emancipated women.
Parallels between Hayashi’s most important early work Diary of a Vagabond and
Ding Ling’s classic early work, Miss Sophie’s Diary also offer an interesting
dimension for discussion of literary relations. Both works, which represent the
“new woman” struggling for recognition in a society clinging to traditional values,
were welcomed by leftist writers in China. The dramatic turns in the careers of
both writers in the 1930s demonstrates the rift that had emerged between the
two literary communities and serves as a fitting metaphor for the collapse of
relations between Chinese and Japanese writers.

Chapter 6 examines the complex relationship of the Chinese writer Yu Dafu
(1896–1945) and the Japanese writer Satō Haruo (1892–1964). The relationship
between these two writers, which was initially one of mutual respect and
admiration before deteriorating into betrayal and animosity, seems to most fully
manifest the unfulfilled hopes of this period. The two writers were familiar with
one another’s works even before they met, and Yu’s story “Sinking” exhibits a
debt to Satō’s signature work Rural Melancholy. The relationship between these
two texts, which will also be addressed in this chapter, demonstrates the closeness
of aesthetic goals of the two literary communities during the interwar period.

Finally, Chapter 7 will catalogue the choices that each of the writers made
in the face of the tensions in the late thirties that led to outright war. The paths
that writers trod in the late 1930s, ranging from political activism and
collaboration to silence and withdrawal into the relative safety of aesthetics and
political disengagement, correspond to the exigencies of that turbulent age.
Writers, who had initiated in the 1920s a period of intercommunity dialogue in
which they were able to transcend the stiff propriety and cultural orthodoxy of
the writing brush in order to communicate directly as artists with similar aesthetic
goals, were forced to abandon their efforts. The dream had failed. Nevertheless,
for a brief space of time, during a terrible period of enmity between the two
nations, Chinese and Japanese writers succeeded in carving out a charmed space
in which they could negotiate questions of modernity, the creation of a new
literature, and the role of the writer in the new society.
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